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While adverse opinions are generally rare because

companies typically conform to auditor desires, they still

exist when the accounting firm believes there is

substantial doubt that the company can continue as a

going concern due to financial or operating problems.

That said, when securing financial information to

support a customer credit review, it is always best to

get audited statements. In many cases the auditor will

issue a statement that the company is a going concern

which means the auditor and/or management are

confident that the company will be able to meet its

financial obligations and is otherwise sound based on

their audit. However, when there is a warning of the

company’s ability to continue as a going concern it

means that the management and/or auditors believe

there are underlying issues with operations, financing,

or something else that raises doubt about continuing in

business over the next twelve months.

The going concern warning has been being issued in

greater frequency recently for a couple of reasons. The

first being the change the Financial Accounting

Standard Board (FASB) issued after 2016, requiring

management and internal accountants along with

auditors to issue going concern warnings. Prior to the
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policy change, it was solely the responsibility of the auditors to report going concern warnings on an annual

basis. These warnings are now issued each quarter if applicable. The second reason for the increase in

warnings is the adverse impact the COVID-19 pandemic is having on the economy and on many companies’

ability to conduct business.

Although a going concern warning is a serious red flag, it does not necessarily mean the company will

inevitably file bankruptcy in the near term. The company may be able to negotiate with its creditors,

refinance a loan, get a capital infusion, or use a different strategy to resolve the issue at hand.
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A SURGE IN SMALL-BUSINESS

BANKRUPTCIES COULD BE 

ON THE HORIZON

On February 19, 2020, the Small Business

Reorganization Act (SBRA) went into effect. The

act lowers bankruptcy costs and streamlines the

plan confirmation process to better enable small

businesses to survive bankruptcy and retain

control of its operations. The SBRA took effect

just weeks before the pandemic hit the U.S.

economy, just in time for struggling small

businesses.

For so long, the benefits of Chapter 11

reorganization have eluded small businesses

given their size and limited financial resources.

The SBRA attempts to remedy many of these

obstacles, which will most likely result in an

uptick in small-business bankruptcies.  Especially

as companies navigate the new normal of

COVID-19. Below we will highlight the main

aspects of the SBRA.

If your customer’s auditor has raised concern, you should reevaluate your open credit position and reassess

their risk profile.  Depending on the severity of the situation you will want to adjust credit terms and

monitor the situation closely.   That means securing regular annual and interim financial updates in addition

to banking information from the company to stay well informed should you continue to sell them.
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The law originally only applied to business debtors with secured and unsecured debts of less than $2.7

million. However, the CARES Act passed by Congress in March 2020 raised the limit to $7.5 million for 12

months to help businesses cope with pandemic.

ELIGIBLE  BUSINESSES
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The law removes many procedural burdens and costs associated with typical Chapter 11 bankruptcies. 

Notably, small businesses no longer need to pay Justice Department fees or file a formal disclosure

statement, which is a legal document that lawyers charge thousands of dollars to write up. They also do not

need to solicit votes to confirm a plan and generally there are no unsecured creditors’ committees. The act

also requires the debtor file its plan within 90 days of the bankruptcy filing, which is aimed at preventing

bankruptcy attorneys from dragging out the process to boost their fees.

METALS OUTLOOK

Under the new law, small businesses are still required to fully repay taxes, loans, and other secured debt. But

for unsecured debt (money owed to suppliers, customers, and other business partners), bankrupt small-

business owners can retain ownership if they promise to use future profits to pay a portion of the debt

through monthly payments.

The act removes the requirement that the debtor pay administrative claims on the effective date of the plan.

Unlike a typical bankruptcy, a small business may now stretch payment of administrative expense claims out

over the term of the plan.  However, the bankruptcy plan must provide for the liquidation of nonexempt

assets if plan payments are not made.

The above are some of the notable provisions that allow small businesses to have a more streamlined and

effective reorganization. While the SBRA helps small businesses take advantage of lower costs and retained

ownership, this provides more incentive to use Chapter 11 as a strategic option instead of a last resort. As

such, it is important to monitor your small-business customers and recognize when risk becomes elevated. 

Conducting periodic credit checks and maintaining open communication lines with your customers should be

routine for all credit professionals.

Metal prices hit multiyear lows with the COVID-19 (COVID) outbreak halting years of economic growth and

sending the U.S. economy into a recession. Prices have risen since then but face headwinds from the

economy struggling to restart and the threat of a second wave of COVID.

U.S. Steel production increased in July as parts of the country reopened and steelmakers restarted idled

capacity.  Utilization rates also increased but remain low in the 55-59% range, compared to 80-82% rate in

March and the months before the pandemic. Demand has improved with automotive and other steel

consuming businesses resuming operations; however, overall demand remains subdued. As a result, service

center inventories continue to rise, which has kept downward pressure on prices. With stagnant demand,
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STREAMLINED REORGANIZATION

CREDITORS

DELAYED PAYMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE CLAIMS
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contracting economic growth, and solid supply, S&P expects hot-rolled coil prices to remain near $550 a

ton for the rest of 2020. 

Aluminum prices fell to their lowest level since 2016, falling below $1,450 a metric ton in April. The fall was

the result of automakers shutting down and the overall economic downturn caused by the COVID

outbreak. Global production levels have remained relatively stable despite the downturn, leading to

excess inventories. As a result, S&P lowered its aluminum price assumption for the next three years to

$1,600 a metric ton for the rest of 2020, $1,700 in 2021, and $1,800 in 2022. Higher prices could be

supported if producers make capacity curtailments to help rebalance supply and demand in the coming

years. On the contrary, a prolonged recovery or second wave of COVID would place downward pressure

on prices.

Increased demand from China and limited output from some mines has led to reduced global copper

stockpiles and helped bolster prices. Countries reopening their economies and shrinking stockpiles should

help support prices for the remainder of the year. S&P expects prices near $5,900 a metric ton for the

remainder of 2020, rising to $6,200 in 2022. In addition to a prolonged recovery or second wave of

COVID, an inability for the U.S. and China to reach a phase-two trade accord could weigh on global

trade flows and copper prices, as China is the world largest consumer of copper. Trump reported in July

that a phase-two trade accord with China was starting to look unlikely.

With cases on the rise in recent weeks a second wave of the virus remains a key concern as it would weigh

on both the economic recovery and metal prices. In these times of great uncertainty, it is more important

than ever to practice good credit management and monitor all customers closely.
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MANAGING CREDIT DURING THE

COVID CRISIS

Managing credit is already a tall task, but throw

in a pandemic and the game has changed.

Proper credit management will allow for the

mitigation of losses and improved recovery once

the pandemic is fully under control.  As a credit

professional, what can you do to stay ahead of

the risk?  Right now, it's best to be proactive, not

reactive. The below focal points should be a

staple of your credit management process during

this unprecedented time.

To find out how ProfitGuard can help your

business, please contact us at (866) 990-1099 or

visit eprofitguard.com.
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We cannot stress enough

how important financial

statement analysis is when

reviewing your customer's

creditworthiness. However,

6-12 month old data is no

longer acceptable in this

environment. Only frequent

current data will suffice.

Relying solely on your

customer's payment

history doesn't cut it.

If you are being paid

late or are past due,

it's probably too late.

Watch for warning signs.

Are old customers now

interested in buying

again? Is your customer

providing cryptic answers

or has communication

ceased altogether? Has

your customer stopped

providing financial and

liquidity data?  All of

these could spell trouble.

Cash is still king. Liquidity

remains a key metric

during these times. Make

sure your customers have

ample funds. We also

point out covenant

breaches, waivers,

forbearance, and the like

are increasing rapidly.

Stay abreast of your

customers banking

relationship as well.

https://www.eprofitguard.com/

